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A CLASS OF CONVEX BODIES(1)

BY

ETHAN D. BOLKER

In this paper I show that the following four properties of a convex subset Z of

Rn are equivalent:

1. Z is the range of a vector measure.

2. Z is a limit of sums of segments.

3. The polar of Z is a central section of the unit ball of Lx.

4. The polar of Z is a projection body.

A Z which enjoys one, and hence all, of the above properties is called a zonoid.

Most of the results of this paper concern the class of zonoids and do not give

simple geometric conditions characterizing membership in that class. Such con-

ditions are known only for polytopes.

Statements 1 through 4 above clearly imply that the study of zonoids belongs to

several disciplines, among which are functional analysis, convexity and the geometry

of polytopes. I have tried to make this paper self-contained enough to be accessible

to any interested reader and have therefore restated some elementary definitions

which would be unnecessary in a work directed at a specialist in one field.

I have also tried to unify the study of zonoids, so many results known to some

readers appear here with new—or sometimes old—proofs. I have been as accurate

as I could in assigning priorities and giving references.

1. The range of a measure.    Let Sf be a a-field of subsets of the set X and

a: Sf —^Än be countably additive. Such a <j will be called a vector measure; a is

atom free if <r(£)^0 implies the existence of an £^£ with 0^a(F)^a(E).

1.1. Definition. A zonoid is the range of an atom free vector measure. Write

2? for the set of zonoids.

1.2. Theorem. The zonoid Z=a(£r°)

1. Is compact and convex.

2. Contains 0.

3. Is symmetric about \a(X).

Proof. The first assertion is a well-known theorem of Liapounoff's : see [28] and

[6], [22] and [30]. The second is trivial: 0(0) = 0 eo(if). The third follows from

o(E)-\o(X) = -(„(X-E)-\o(X)).
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Let Jf be the set of compact convex subsets of Rn which contain 0 and have a

center of symmetry. If KeCf let Kf be the translate of K which is symmetric

about 0 and Jf"t = {At | Ke Jf}. Jf is a semigroup with respect to the usual

addition of sets:

(1) K+K' = {x + x' \xeK,x' eK'}

and Jf+ is a subsemigroup of Jf. Theorem 1.2 says ^ç ct. Write JT+ for S n Jf+;

•ST* consists of the zonoids symmetric about 0. It is often more convenient to

study áT+ rather than a"; the next lemma and part 3 of Theorem 1.2 imply that

K e Jf is a zonoid if and only if A+ e jT1'.

1.3. Lemma. If z eZe 2£ then Z — z e ££. That is, any translate of a zonoid which

contains 0 is a zonoid.

Proof. This improbable result follows from a trick of Halmos's [22]. If A e if

set

ct'(A) = o(E-A)-o(EnA).

Then a' is an atom free vector measure and

a1 (if) = o(if)-c(A).

1.4. Lemma. The linear image of a zonoid is a zonoid. In particular, a projection

of a zonoid is one.

Proof. If A: Rn -> Rm is linear then A ° <x is an atom free vector measure and

T * o(if) = T(o(if)).

1.5. Theorem. A sum of zonoids is a zonoid.

Proof. Suppose (A", if, o) and (A", if', o) are atom free vector measures. Let

Y be the disjoint union of X and X' and t the measure ct + ct' on Y defined in the

obvious way:

t(E) = o(E n X) + o'(E n A').

Then the range of t is o-(Sf) + a'(Sf').

This argument works for countable sums too when suitably modified. If

{Zn}™= y c2Ü and 2,™ y z¡ converges for every set of choices of z( e Z¡ then 2¡™ i Z»

defined in the obvious way, is a zonoid. We can use this fact to show that the

restriction that o be atom free in Definition 1.1 is only a minor annoyance.

1.6. Theorem. Let r be a vector valued measure. Then the convex hull of the range

of t is a zonoid.

Proof. Let Xy, x2,... be the atoms of t; suppose T({.Vj}) = fj e Rn. Let t0 be the

continuous part of t, A Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and, for /ä 1, t¡ the vector

measure At'¡ on [0, 1]. Let Z¡ be the range of t( for i^O. Then Z=2üoZ¡ is a

zonoid and is the convex hull of the range of t since that range is closed ([22]).
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2. Moments and the support function of a zonoid. In this section we construct a

large class of zonoids and reprove a result of Rickert [37] and Cunningham

(unpublished) which shows that this class exhausts 3£.

Write < , > for the usual inner product on Rn and || ■ || for the Euclidean norm

it induces. Let 5""1 be the unit sphere {x | ||x|| = 1}. Since we have fixed an inner

product we can identify Rn with its dual A"*; in spite of this natural identification

we shall try to use Latin letters for vectors and Greek letters for linear functionals.

For each fefi" let

Hz = {x e Rn | <x, £> ê 0}

be the half space on which £ is nonnegative. Then /7_{= — Ht and Hf n //_i = |i.

The support function */)K of K e ¿f is defined for £ e Rn by

(2) ^) = sup{<x,0:xEA-}.

Since K is closed the supremum in (2) is really a maximum. Since OeK, i/> = 0.

If ||f || = 1 K is contained in the half space /7_? + i/i(£). Since K is convex it is an

intersection of half spaces and hence is determined by i/>. When K is an arbitrary

bounded subset of Rn, (2) defines the support function of the closed convex hull

of K. i/> is a continuous, convex function on Rn. It is clear from (1) and (2) that

adding convex sets corresponds to adding their support functions:

(3) </>* + *'   =   </>K + 4>K'-

For these and other facts about support functions see [15, Chapter 3], or [7,

Chapter 4].

Let p be a positive, finite Borel measure on Rn for which every linear functional

is summable. That is, for every £ e Rn,

(4) j\(x,i)\dp(x)<œ.

Condition (4) will always be satisfied when p has bounded support. We wish to

define a vector measure fi by computing the moment of p for Borel subsets £ of Rn:

(5) fi(E) =  f xdp(x).
Je

Almost any definition of the vector valued integral in (5) will do. We shall assume

P is defined by the relations

(6) <£(£), Ù =  f <*, O dp(x)
Je

for every E^Rn and £e/c". This definition makes sense because for fixed £ the

right member of (6) is linear in f and hence determines a vector p(E) e Rn. It is

easy to see that fi is countably additive. Let Zu be the zonoid which is the convex

hull of the range of ß; call ZM a zonoid of moments.
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2.1. Theorem. The support function </„ ofZß is given by

(7) Ut) =  f   <*, O dp(x).

Proof. Suppose AçA\ Since <x, f> is nonnegative for xeHt and nonpositive

for x e — H(,

<A(A), O =  f <x, 0 dp(x)
JE

(8) ^  f      <x,Ç}dp(x)
jEnHt

í    Í     (ï,0#)

= <ß(H(), f>.

Thus the supremum (2) which defines </>„(£) has as its value the last member of (8).

2.2. Corollary. Zll + v=Zli+Zv.

Proof. Combine equations (3) and (7).

2.3. Lemma. Let KeJf have center of symmetry x0. Then the support function

!/if of Kf = K—x0 satisfies

+X0 = ñi)-<x0, o = HKÖ+K-Ö).

Proof. The first equality is a trivial consequence of (2) ; it tells how fK behaves

when we translate K. To prove the second observe that ^(è) = <A+( — f) because

Af is symmetric about 0. Then

= m-<x0, o+f(-i)-<x0, -i>

= 0(f)+0(-i).

2.4. Corollary. The support function i> = </il ofZl satisfies

(9) t = m) = \\\<x,0\dp(x).

Proof. Note that <x, O=0 when xeHtn Af_? and that //ä u H.i = Rn. Then

= f   (x, 0 dp(x)+ f     <x, -f> tf>(x)

= r «oc; oi ¿kjc)+f i<x,oi^w

= f |<x, f>| dp(x).
JH(uH-t
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2.5. Theorem. Every zonoid is a zonoid of moments. In fact, ifZ e 3£ then Z=ZIX

for a measure p. with support in Sn~x.

Proof. This is Theorem 1 of [37]. Since the proof is short we repeat it.

Suppose Z=v(i/'). Let |ct[ be the total variation measure of a and f=da/d\a\.

Then/: X—>Sn~x, at least almost everywhere modulo \a\. Define p. on 5n_1 by

p,= \o\ o/"1; then ß = a °f~x. Thus Z^Z. However, for all f e Rn and Ae ¿f

so tbz^'f'it an(i Z=ZU.

As a further corollary to Theorem 2.5 note that when we combine it with

Corollary 2.2 we get a new proof of Theorem 1.5.

2.6. Corollary. KeJf is a zonoid if and only if the support function of Kf is

given by (9) for some positive measure p on Sn'x.

The functions representable in the form given by equation (9) can be described

in still another way. Wecallai/i: Rn -> R negative definite if for each t > 0, exp ( — /</<)

is positive definite in the classical sense and homogeneous if and only if t/>(a£) =

|a¡¡/<(£) for all a and f. The following theorem is due to Levy.

2.7. Theorem. A function 4> satisfies equation (9) for some positive measure p on

Sn'x if and only if it is negative definite and homogeneous.

This elegant theorem is quoted by Choquet [11], Gelbart [19] and Herz [24].

It connects the theory of zonoids with that of Levy's symmetric stable laws.

Choquet, Rickert, Schneider and others have independently discovered how well

Zu determines p. Let/"1-1 be«— 1 dimensional projective space and tt: Sn~ '-^P""1

the natural projection defined by identifying antipodes. Let CE(Sn~x) be the

subalgebra of C(5n_1) which contains the continuous real valued functions on

5n_1 which agree at antipodes; these are the even functions. Then the map

/—/"7t maps C(Pn~x) isomorphically onto CE(Sn~x). Moreover, for every

measure p on 5n_1

(10) f      fondp.=  f     JdÇpon-1).

For each ÇeSn~x define g( e CE(Sn-x) by

g((x) = |<x, f>|.

2.8. Theorem. The linear span of{gt \ ¿¡ e Sn~x} is uniformly dense in CE(Sn'x).

Proof. Let À be the unique orthogonally invariant probability measure on 5""1.

In [40, p. 77] Schneider explicitly solves the integral equation

(11) F{i) = jg((x)f(x) dX(x)

given Fe CE(Sn-x) of class Cn+3. The resulting/is in CE(Sn~x).
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The Riemann sums which converge to the integral in (11) are uniform approxi-

mations to A by finite linear combinations of the functions gi (see [40], p. 80).

Since Cn + 3 n CE is uniformly dense in CE the result follows.

Schneider's solution of (11) uses the expansion of A as a sum of spherical

harmonics; it is a rigorous generalization of the similar but more casual assertion

in Blaschke, [4, p. 154].

Theorem 2.8 is essentially equivalent to Lemma 1 of [37] and to Lemma 2 of

[38], both of which Rickert proves using spherical harmonics. It can also be

deduced from knowledge of the structure of the lattice of piecewise linear con-

tinuous functions on Rn.

Equation (11) allows us to reformulate the "zonoid problem" for smooth

convex bodies. If the support function A of Ke Jf+ is of class Cn+3 then Ke ¡£*

if and only if the function/in (11) is nonnegative; then Corollary 2.6 shows K=ZU

when dp=fdX.

2.9. Corollary ([37, Theorem 2], [11, Theorem 22]). ZH is a translate of Zv

if and only if p ° tt~1 = v ° rr'1.

Proof. Z„ is a translate of Z„ if and only if Zl=Zl, or equivalently, i/j\=i}i\.

That equality is equivalent to

(12) f      gs(x)dp(x)= \    igi(x)dv(x)
Js"'1 Js"-1

for every $ e S""1. Finally, equation (10) and Theorem 2.8 imply that (12) holds

just when p°-n~x and v o 77_1 are equal when regarded as elements of C(An_1)*,

that is, when they are the same measure. Note that this argument works in reverse

too: Corollary 2.9 implies Theorem 2.8.

The set KeCf is decomposable when there are sets Ky and K2 e CriC for which

K=KX + K2 and such that neither Ky nor K2 is a translate of a homothetic copy

of a:

2.10. Theorem. A zonoid which is not a line segment is decomposable.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.9 and Lemma 2.4 that Z„ is a line segment

if and only if the measure pon'1 is concentrated at one point of A"-1. Thus if

Zu is not a line segment we can find a subset A^çA"-1 such that, setting Yy =

ir"1(A'1)and Y2 = Sn~1- Yy, p(Yy)^0jtp(Y2). Let p, be p restricted to Y¡, ;=1,2.

Then p = py + p2 so Zu=ZUl+ZU2 (Corollary 2.2), but it is clear from Corollary 2.9

that neither ZWl nor Z„2 is the translate of a homothetic copy of Zu.

Theorem 2.10 implies that a polytope all of whose two dimensional faces are

triangles is not a zonoid, for such polytopes are indecomposable (Shephard, [44,

p. 92]). In the next section we shall show such polytopes, and others, are not

zonoids without showing they are indecomposable.

We really proved more than we stated in Theorem 2.10. Partition A""1 into
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sets Xx,..., XN of "small diameter". The corresponding partition {tt x(X¡)} of

5""1 and p = px+ ■ ■ ■ +pN leads to the decomposition

Zn = ZUl+ ■ • ■ +ZUtl.

Here each ZH¡ is "spindly": ■n~\Xi) is a disjoint union Y¡ u (— Y,) and ZKi has

vertices at ±^(Ti) whose sharpness increases as the diameter of Yt decreases.

When Tj is an atom of p., ZH is a segment. Thus every zonoid is a sum of almost-

segments. These remarks will reappear in formal disguise in §5, where we shall

prove that every zonoid is almost a sum of segments.

3. Zonotopes. The faces of a K e X are the intersections of K with its support

hyperplanes. Each face is a compact convex set of dimension ^«—1. If AT is of

dimension <n it will be a face of itself.

When ÇeSn~x

(13) Ft - Ft(K) = {x e K | <x, 0 = 0(0}

is the face of 7f in (one of) the (at most two) support hyperplane(s) parallel to f\

It follows from (3) and (13) that

(14) F((K+K') = F((K) + F((K')

[7, p. 31].
Let F be a proper subspace of Rn and p.v the restriction of p. to the Borel subsets

of V. We may also consider pv a measure on all of Än. Then p.—p,v is nonnegative

on Rn and 0 on K. Since Ztfv is a zonoid in V it has dimension ¿«— 1. Since

(15) Z„ = Z^+Z^

(Corollary 2.2) it follows from (13) that ZWv is a summand of F( whenever Fçf-.

We are about to strengthen these informal observations by showing that proper

faces of Zu correspond to proper subspaces of Rn of positive ^-measure.

3.1. Lemma. £?(ZW) is the convex hull of the points ß(E) for H¡cE^H( (H"¡ is

the interior of H(; it is an open half space).

Proof. Examine the inequalities in (8) to see when they are strict. They show that

for /7{°ç:£ç= Ht,

(16) <p(E), O = Uè).

Conversely, (16) implies H^E^Ht to within /Li-null sets.

3.2. Theorem. Every face of the zonoid Z„ is a translate of a zonoid of lower

dimension which is a summand ofZß.

Proof. Let K=f\ Then Lemma 3.1 implies

Ft = p(H¡)+Z,y.

We observed in (15) that ZUv is a summand of Z„.
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3.3. Corollary. Zu has a proper face in a coset of V if and only ///¿v#0.

Proof. Since the relation "is a face of" is transitive we may apply the argument

in Theorem 3.2 inductively.

We can now identify many nonzonoids without resorting to indecomposability

arguments. Theorem 3.2 implies that one face which is not centrally symmetric

suffices to disqualify a prospective zonoid. Thus the octahedron, or, more generally,

the n dimensional cross polytope

(17) 11 ={(xy,...,xn) : \xy\ + --- + \xn\ ^ 1}

is not a zonoid. Neither is a generalized cross polytope, a continuous one-to-one

linear image of a cross polytope.

The double cone {(x, y, z) : (x2 + y2)112 + \z\ fi 1} obtained by rotating a square

about a diagonal is not a zonoid. Although its proper faces are line segments,

which are zonoids, they do not appear as summands. This cone also happens to be

indecomposable.

A trapezoid which is not a parallelogram is decomposable but is not a zonoid.

It is not centrally symmetric. A truncated octahedron K is centrally symmetric and

decomposable but will not be a zonoid unless the truncation points divide the

edges of the octahedron into three equal parts so that the hexagonal faces of A have

centers of symmetry.

We now have the machinery to describe the zonotopes, those zonoids which

happen to be polytopes. They have a long history which begins with Kepler.

The crystallographer Fedorov seems to have discovered them as a class. Parts of

the next theorem are due (in part independently) to Alexandrov [1], Blaschke [5,

p. 81] and [3, p. 250], Burckhardt [8], Coxeter [12], [13], Cunningham, Lindquist

[32], Rickert, Shephard [46] and myself, and, presumably, many others. The

critical implication (5 => 3) below is implicit in the well-known construction of a

"zone" of faces of a zonohedron [13, p. 27] though I have not seen it written down

in this form anywhere. For more history consult [12] and [46].

Some parts of the theorem below are false as stated. To correct them "a translate

of" must be inserted in the appropriate places. I have omitted the phrase in order

to make the statements less cluttered.

3.3. Theorem. The following conditions on a convex polytope K^Rn are equivalent:

1. K is a zonotope.

2. K=Zlifor an atomic measure p.

3. K is a sum of line segments.

4. K is a linear image of the unit cube in RN for some N.

5. Every n— 1 dimensional face of K is a zonotope (n^3).

6. For some r with 2%r^n, every r dimensional face of K is a zonotope.

1. Every two dimensional face of K is centrally symmetric.
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Proof. We shall show

1 =>2^3=>4=> 1

V ft
7^-6=>5

The hardest step is (5 => 3), which we shall leave for last.

(1 => 2). Suppose A" is a zonotope. Then K=ZU for some p.. Since every edge of

K is a face of K, Theorem 3.2 shows p is supported by a finite number of one

dimensional subspaces of Rn. Since it is supported by 5n_1 it is atomic.

(2 => 3). Let Xx,..., xN e Sn~x be the atoms of p.; suppose í¿({x¡}) = A¡. Then

(18) Z, = [0, XxXx]+■ ■ ■+[0, XNxN].

(3 => 4). Suppose K is given by the right member of (18). Let ex,...,eN be the

usual basis of RN and define 7: RN ->■ Rn by T(ex) = A¡x¡. Then K is the image of the

cube {(yi,...,yN) \ Ouy^l} in RN.

(4 => 1). The unit cube in RN is the sum of the segments [0, e,], each of which

is a zonoid. Hence the cube is itself a zonoid (Theorem 1.5) and so is any linear

image (Lemma 1.4).

(1 => 7). Suppose A^is a zonotope. Then every face of A'is a zonotope (Theorem

3.2) and hence centrally symmetric. Thus, a fortiori, the two dimensional faces of

K are centrally symmetric.

(7 => 6). It is geometrically obvious (and proved below) that central symmetry is

necessary and sufficient for a polygon (two dimensional polytope) to satisfy 3 and

hence 1 above. Thus every centrally symmetric polygon is a zonogon and 7 => 6.

(6 => 5). The argument in this case depends on the implication (5 => 3) which

we prove below noncircularly. Suppose (5 => 3 => 1) and that K satisfies 6 for

some r. If r = « - 1 there is nothing to prove, so suppose r < n—1. Then every r +1

dimensional face of K satisfies 5 and hence 1, so A'satisfies 6 for r+1. The argument

clearly continues inductively to show that K satisfies 5, which is just 6 for r = n— 1.

To prove (5 => 3) we need a lemma which allows us to decide when a bounded

convex set K has a segment as a summand. The argument below formalizes

Coxeter's "contraction" of zonohedra in [12, §8]. Let v e 5n_1 be a direction and

P the orthogonal projection along v onto vL. Describe K by giving its "top" and

"bottom" hypersurfaces over PK. That is, for each y e PK let L(y) = Kn P'x(y),

the chord of K parallel to v which when extended passes through v. Let

F(y) = sup{<x, v) : xeL(y)},

G(y) = inf{(,x,v}:xeL(y)}.

Then F and — G are convex functions on the convex set PK and

(19) K = {x | Px e PK and G(Px) è <*, v} ^ £(£*)}.

(See [4, §16].)
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Let A0 = A0(A) = min {A(^)-G(>>) | y e AA}. The convexity of K implies that A0

is assumed for some y on the boundary 8PK in v1.

3.4. Lemma. K has a segment summand of length A parallel to v if and only if

A^A0.//

(20) K=K' + [0,X0v]

then A0(A') = 0 so K' has no nontrivial summand parallel to v.

Proof. Suppose

K= K' + [0, Xv].

Then Pv = 0 so PK=PK'. Given y e PK choose an xeK' nP~\y). Then x' and

x' + Xv are in K so

F(y) ^ (x' + Xv, p> = <x', v} + X ̂  G(y).

Hence F(y) — G(y)^X for all y, so A02ï A. To prove the converse it clearly suffices

to find a K' for which (20) is true. Let A' = A-A0 and G' = G. Then A' and -G'

are both convex and A' g G' so we can use (19) with primed A and G to define a

convex body K'. It is easy to check that this K' works in (20). Clearly

A0(/C) = min(A'(>0-G'(>0) = 0.

Now we return to the proof of the theorem. Let A be a polytope satisfying

condition 5. Let v be an edge of K; we may suppose |u|| = 1. We shall show that

A0 = A0(A, v)=l and that when we use Lemma 3.4 the polytope K' in (20) still

satisfies 5. Since K' has fewer edges than K it follows by induction on the number

of edges that A is a sum of segments.

Let Fy,...,Fm be the hyperfaces ( = «—1 dimensional faces) of K. Each A¿

determines a half space A¡ such that K=(~] A¡. Let M be the union of those hyper-

faces which have an edge of length 1 parallel to v ; M is a zone of hyperfaces. We

may suppose M = {J {A1;..., Ar}. Each F{eM has v for a summand since we assume

K satisfies 5 and we know (1 => 3).

Each xe M lies on a support hyperplane G of A parallel to v so Px lies on the

support hyperplane AG of AA in v1. Thus PM^dPK. We wish to show PM is all

of 8PK. To do so it suffices to show PM is open and closed in 8PK since 8PK is

connected: it is the boundary of AAin i»1 and thus is homeomorphic to Sn~2, and

n^ 3. M is clearly compact so PM is compact and hence, a fortiori, closed in 8PK.

Now suppose y ePM. Choose xe M such that x± v/2 e M and Px=y; this is

possible because every A¡cM has v as a summand. Then every A¡ which contains

x lies in M so we can choose e small enough to guarantee that the open E-ball U

about x is disjoint from the complement in 8K of the zone M. Then

UnK = UnEyn---nEr

so

(21) yePUndPK = P(U n 8K) = P(U n M) ^ PM.
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Since P is an open map (21) shows y has a neighborhood in 8PK contained in PM,

which is thus both open and closed. Therefore PM=8PK.

The implication (5 => 3) we are working on is false when « = 2 but the argument

we are giving will prove that every centrally symmetric polygon K is a sum of

segments and thus fill the gap we left in the proof of (7 => 6). When v is an edge of

such a polygon 8PK is no longer connected (it contains just two points) but

PM=8PK because the zone M is the union of v and its equal opposite edge.

In either case suppose y e 8PK. Then y e PFX for some Ft e M. Since v is a

summand of £¡, Lemma 3.4 implies A(j)ä 1. Hence á0(K)íí 1 and K has v for a

summand. Write A'=A" + [0, v]. The hyperfaces of A^are translates of the hyper-

faces FiThM and summands £/ of the hyperfaces £, = £,'+[0, v] e M. In either

case they are sums of segments so K' satisfies 5.

4. The radius of a zonoid. In this section we estimate the size of Zw in terms of

p(Sn'x). The first estimate is crude and easy. The second, due to Rickert and

Kaufman, is sharp. The maximum radius p = pK of Ke ¿¡f" is p = sup {||x|| : xe K}.

Since A'is closed the supremum is a maximum so we can always find a radius vector

x0 e K for which ||x01| = p. The maximum radius depends on the position ofOeK:

we always have

(22) pKt £ Pk.

In general, radii are not perpendicular to tangents. The geometrical content of

the following lemma is that radius vectors are.

4.1. Lemma.

t(xo/p) = P = sup{m- urn = i}.

Proof. Since ||*0//>|| = 1,

</-(*o/p) ̂    sup <£(£)
lli!l=l

=   sup  sup <x, f >
IIÍH-1   xeK

S  sup sup ||x| |i|
ni[i=i  xsk

= P = ll*o| = <X0/p, *0>

£ SUP (Xo/p, x> = i/j(x0/p).
xeK

Write pu for the maximum radius of Zu.

4.2. Theorem. There are constants Q and Q' depending only on the dimension «

such that

(23) ß'ft, Ú p(S*-x) Ú QPu

for all p..
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Proof. Suppose ||f|| = l. Then

(24) MO = f   <*, ù dp(x) ;S /¿(S""1).
JH(

Take the supremum of (24) over all i e S"'1 to deduce pu^p(Sn'1). That is, we

may take Q' = 1 in the first inequality in (23).

To prove the second let C(£) be the spherical cap

C(Í)  = {XES«-1|<X,0^Í}.

Then

MO ̂   Í     <*, Ù dp($)
Jcco

= MC(0).

Since S"-'1 is compact it is covered by finitely many caps C(£y),..., C(gN) and

/¿(s«-i)^2^c(£))^22«^
â 2NmaxMti) ^ 2NPu

so g=2jVwilldo.

4.3. It is easy to see that 1 is the best (i.e. largest) value for Q', because

ft. = MS-1"1)

if and only if p is atomic with a single atom, that is, when Z„ is a line segment with

0 at one end. The best (i.e., smallest) value for Q has been known for years and

published often. It is discussed in various disguises by Grünbaum [20], Kaufman

and Rickert [27], Mayer [33], Rutovitz [39] and Semadeni [43]. Rickert [37] and

others found those p for which the minimum value of Q is attained. The argument

below is an analytic version of Schwarz's [42].

We are looking for the minimum Q. In light of (22) it suffices to look at elements

of ^ and hence at zonoids whose support function is given by (9). Let A be the

unique orthogonally invariant probability measure on S71'1; X is normalized

"surface area" measure. Compute the average value A of ^ on 5n_1:

a=\    mo dx(0 = I f    dX(o f     l<*,É>| dp(x)
(25) JS Js Jb

The inner integral in (25) is independent of x because A is rotation invariant. Its

value is just the constant radius pA of the ball ZA, which is easily computed:

1        r(n/2)
Pa     27T1'2 Y((n+l)/2)
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The computation of pA is cleverly simplified by Bonnesen and Fenchel [7, p. 48

and p. 2].

Lemma 4.1 now implies plt^A=p.(Sn~1)pK so that when Q=l/px we have

p.(Sn~x)tk Qpu for all p. with equality if and only if i/>„ is constant or, equivalently,

Zu—Zl is a ball. Corollary 2.7 shows that happens if and only if p ° tt~x = X o tt-1

and fi(Sn~1) = 0. We have reproved Theorem 1 of [38].

5. 3£ as a semigroup. We observed in §1 that 2£ is a subsemigroup of Jf? In

this section we introduce topological considerations. Equip Jf with the customary

(Hausdorff) metric: d(Kx,K2) = inf{e\the e neighborhood of K¡ includes K,,

i,j—1,2}. d is an invariant metric on Jf

Blaschke's famous selection theorem [15, p. 64] asserts that every net of elements

of Jf with bounded maximal radii has a convergent subnet.

Let Jt = Ji + (Sn~x) be the cone of positive measures on 5n_1 equipped with

the weak-* topology it acquires as a subset of C(5n_1)*. The total variation norm

of p. eJÏ is easy to compute. Because p is positive, \p\ =p(Sn~x). Every net of

elements of Ji of bounded norm has a (weak-*) convergent subnet [14, p. 424].

Write Z for the map P"~ZU from JÏ to cf. Corollary 2.2 says Z is a semigroup

homomorphism. The next elementary lemma allows us to show it is continuous.

5.1. Lemma. Let {ta}aeA be a net in the topological space 9~. Then ta^-te^if

and only if every subnet has a subsubnet which converges to t.

Proof. "Only if" is obvious and not very useful. To prove the converse let N

be a neighborhood of /. Let B={ße A \ te$ N}; we must show that there is an

a0e A for which ß>a0 for all ß e B. But if there were no such a0, B would be

cofinal. Then {tB}eeB would have a subnet converging to /, which is impossible.

5.2. Theorem. Z: Jt' -► Jf is continuous.

Proof. Suppose the net pa converges to p. in the weak-* topology on Jt. We

must show that ZUa -^Z,, By virtue of Lemma 5.1 it suffices to show that every

subnet {pe}ß£B has a subnet {py}Yer for which ZHy -> ZB. We know p.B -> p so

IIpJ = jifOS-1)

= jidpe^jidp= \\p\\.

Thus we may assume {\\pe\\} is bounded.

Theorem 4.2 implies {pßg} is bounded, so the Blaschke selection theorem allows

us to extract a cofinal reB and a K e Jf such that ZUy -> K. Let </> be the support

function of K. Then i/rMy -> >/> pointwise on Rn. For each f e Rn the function

ht(x) = max (0, <x, f»
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is continuous on S"  1 so

M(0 = f   <x, £> dpy(x)       (Theorem 2.1)

= ht(x) dpy(x)
Js"'1

-►f     hi(x)dp(x) = MO.
Js"-1

That is, M ->■ <pu pointwise. Consequently f'u = f' and hence ZU = K.

5.3. Theorem. 3? is the closure in Jf of the subsemigroup of zonotopes.

Proof. It is clear from part 3 of Theorem 3.3 that the zonotopes form a sub-

semigroup of 2t'. Part 2 ofthat theorem shows that the zonotopes are the images

under Z of the atomic measures in Jt'. Those measures are weak-* dense in JÍ

and Z is continuous so 2f is contained in the closure of the semigroup of zonotopes.

The theorem will have been proved once we give the routine compactness argument

which shows that 3£ is closed. Suppose {ZUn} is Cauchy in Jf. (Sequences suffice

since Jf' is a metric space.) Then {pUn} and hence {||/¿„||} is bounded (Theorem 4.2)

so there is a subsequence {/¿„J and apeJt such that pn¡ -*■ p. Theorem 5.2 implies

ZWn -h* Zu, so our original Cauchy sequence also has Z„ e 2C as its limit.

Theorem 5.3 shows that the zonoid problem is equivalent to a classical approxi-

mation problem in convex body theory: find the limits of the sums of segments.

In this form the problem seems to have been first posed by Blaschke ([4, p. 154],

[3, p. 250] and [5, pp. 81-82]), and restated by Bonnesen and Fenchel [7, p. 29].

Shephard took up a more general problem in [44] where he proved results which

include the next theorem, which also appears in Schneider, [40]. Their methods

differ from each others' and ours.

5.4. Theorem. 2t'=JT when n = 2. 2f is nowhere dense in Jf when «3:3.

Proof. Suppose « = 2. We know every centrally symmetric polygon is a zonogon

(part 3 or part 7 of Theorem 3.3). But every centrally symmetric plane convex set

is clearly a limit of such polygons, so 2t' = Jf.'

Suppose «3:3, e>0 and Z„ £ 3£. We can alter Z„ by less than e to create a

Ke Jf with a face which is not centrally symmetric. Theorem 3.2 implies K$ 2£.

Thus 2f is nowhere dense. The same fact follows from another related argument

of Shephard's : polytopes with triangular faces are dense in Jf and are indecom-

posable and hence not zonoids (Theorem 2.8).

Herz proved the first part of Theorem 5.4 in [24, p. 672], using Corollary 2.6

and some elementary differential geometry. He then showed that the octahedron

is not a zonoid, using similar methods.

6. Subspaces of A1. Throughout this section we restrict our attention to elements

of Jf+ which have nonempty interiors. Given such a A let B(K) be the « dimensional
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Banach space for which K is the unit ball. When x e B(K) write ||x||K for its

norm.

Let 3C be any Banach space; denote its unit ball by B(9C). Here we are taking

advantage of the coincidence that both "ball" and "Banach" begin with "7i".

No confusion should result. Note that B(B(K)) = K.

The polar of K is defined by

(26) K* = B(B(K)*)

where B(K)* is the Banach space dual to B(K). Since B(K) is finite dimensional

every linear functional is continuous so (26) in fact reduces to the traditional

definition

(27) K* = {¿eRn : |<x, £>| £ 1 for all x e K}.

The support function of K is the norm on B(K*) (the Minkowski function of

K*y.

(28) if i*. = m-

The next theorem formalizes a remark of Herz [24, p. 671].

6.1. Theorem. Ze 2£^ if and only if there is an isometry

T:B(Z*)^Lx(v)

for some positive measure v.

Proof. Suppose Z=ZI1=Z\. For each £, e Rn let Tf be the function < , £> on

Sn'x. When we regard Tas a map from B(Z*) into L1(Sn~x, p/2) it is an isometry

because

Hh' = h(i) = ïjsn_1\<x,ù\dKx)

= ¡Til   inL\p/2).

Conversely, suppose T: B(K) -> L1(X, v) isometrically. We must show K e 2£*, the

set of polars of zonoids.

Let ex,. ■ ■, en be the usual basis in Rn and/ = TexeLx(X, v). Regard/= (fx, ■ ■ ■ ,fn)

as a map from X into Rn. For each f e Rn, T£( ) = </( ), f> maps X into R.

Finally, define p on Rn by p. = 2v °/_1. Then for each f

mu = mi - ¡x i</(*), e>\ dv(x)

= \^n\(y,t)\dn(y)=U\\zt.

Thus A:=Z* e &*.

The arbitrary measure v in Theorem 6.1 can easily be removed since every

separable subspace of LX(X, v) is isometric to a subspace of £^[0, 1])=£1. Finite
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dimensional subspaces are clearly separable. Moreover, we may replace the isometry

A by the more geometric sounding:

6.2. Corollary. K e 3£* if and only if it is a finite dimensional central section of

the unit ball ofL1.

Corollary 2 (p. 493) in [29], which states that every two dimensional Banach

space is isometrically embeddable in L1, now follows from Corollary 6.2 and

Theorem 5.4.

6.3. Lemma. Let U:3C -+<W be a continuous linear map between Banach spaces.

Then U* is an isometry if and only if Cl (U(B(%))) = B(W).

Proof. Suppose r¡ e c&*. Then

IIC/MI = sup{|<x, U*f¡>\ :xeB(%)}

= sup{|<i/x,7/>| : xeB(3T)}

and

(30) M~**p{\<y,v>\:yeB<P)}.

It is clear then that || U*r¡\\ = ||»?|| when Cl (U(B(St~)))=B(®/). To prove the converse

let U* be an isometry. Since

\\U\\ = \\U*\\ = I,

Cl (Í7(£(f)))c£(f). Suppose the inclusion is strict and find y e B(<&) for which

y i Cl (U(B(&))). Then the closed convex sets {y} and Cl (U(B(SC))) can be separated

by some linear functional. That is, there is an r¡ e <W* for which <j, ■»/> is greater

than the supremum in (29) [14, p. 417, Theorem 10]. Equations (29) and (30) then

imply ||C/*r/|| < ¡7/1|, a contradiction.

6.4. Theorem. Z is a zonoid if and only if it is the closure of a (norm) continuous

linear image of the ball A(L™) or, equivalently, a weak-* continuous linear image of

that ball.

Proof. Suppose Z is a zonoid. Then there is an isometry A: B(Z)* -+LX. Since

B(Z)* is finite dimensional it is reflexive so A** = Ais also an isometry. Then

apply Lemma 6.3 to U= T* to deduce

(31) Cl (A*(A(LM))) = Z.

Since A* is weak-* continuous and B(Lœ) is weak-* compact its image under

A* is compact and hence closed; the closure in (31) is unnecessary.

Conversely, suppose U: L°° -*■ Rn is linear, surjective and norm continuous with

respect to any (hence every) vector space topology on Rn. Let A=C1 (U(B(La>))).

Lemma 6.3 implies that U*: B(K)* -> (L00)* is an isometry. Since Lco=(L1)* is an

abstract A/-space its dual is isometric to V-(v) for some measure v [26, p. 1021,
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Theorem 15] and [25, p. 532, Theorem 7]. Theorem 6.1 then implies A'is a zonoid.

If U happens to be weak-* continuous then, as we noted above, U(B(LCC)) = K.

Theorem 6.4 may be thought of as a continuous analogue of part 4 of Theorem

3.3. It is the heart of Lindenstrauss's elegant proof (in [30]) of Liapounoff's

convexity theorem. There is also a discrete version of Corollary 6.2.

Let

11 ={(Xx,...,Xn)\ |Xi|'+---+W =   1}

for 1 f¿p<cc and /" ={(*i,..., xn) | max |x¡| £ 1}.

6.5. Theorem. A poly tope K is the polar of a zonoid if and only if it is a central

section of a generalized cross polytope.

Proof. If K* is a zonotope it is a linear image of a cube (Theorem 3.3, part 4).

If we center A'* at 0 we can assume that K* = T(l¡?). Since T: RN -> Rn is surjective

its adjoint T*: Rn -»■ RN is injective and maps K bijectively onto a central section

of /¿ (Lemma 6.3).

Conversely, a generalized cross polytope is the unit ball of a subspace of Lx, so

each of its central sections enjoys that property. The theorem then follows from

Corollary 6.2.

Theorem 5.4 shows that it is rare for a polytope to be an image of Ifî or a section

of /¿. Compare this with a result of Neumann [34]: every centrally symmetric

polytope is an image of some l}¡ and a section of some IfS.

6.6. Theorem. ll is a zonoid when « ̂  3 and 2 fíp á oo.

Proof. In [24] Herz observes that the Minkowski function of ll is negative

definite and homogeneous when 1 ̂ q^2. The theorem then follows from Theorem

2.7, Corollary 2.6, equation (28) and the fact that (#)* = # whenp'1+q~1 = I.

Note that /* is a hypercube and hence a zonotope while I2 is a ball. Thus we

have long known the extreme cases of Theorem 6.6. We have already noted that

the cross polytope lx is not a zonoid for « § 3. Since the set of nonzonoids is open

in Jf (Theorem 5.3) and p ~* ll is a continuous map from [1, oo] to Jf we know

lH is not a zonoid for/? sufficiently close to 1. (See [29, p. 494] for another proof of

this remark.)

6.7. Conjecture, ll is not a zonoid for «&3 and 1 -=p<2.

In [35] Paley proved that the Banach space l" is not isomorphic to a subspace

of Lx for 2^<7¿oo. Here "isomorphism" means "continuous, bijective, linear

map." Isomorphisms need not be isometries. Conjecture 6.7 is a finite dimensional

version of Paley's result with "isometric" replacing "isomorphic". Using Paley's

techniques Rosenthal has shown that ll is not a zonoid for

p S 2 log 3/log 7,       « = 3,
(32)

p S 2 log «/(log« + log 3),       n > 3.
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As n->oo the right member of (32) approaches 2; this is further evidence for

Conjecture 6.7.

Conjecture 6.7 would follow from Lemma 5 of [29] (p. 494) if we could show that

the projection constant of/p was a monotonie function of p. (See Grünbaum, [20],

for facts about projection constants.)

6.8. Conjecture. If both Z and Z* are « dimensional zonoids («3:3) then Z is

an ellipsoid.

The truth of 6.8 would imply that of 6.7. Grothendieck proved that if an infinite

dimensional Banach space is isomorphic to à subspace of L1 and a quotient space

of A50 then it is isomorphic to Hubert space. (For a proof see [31, Theorem 6.2].)

That result is to Conjecture 6.8 as Paley's is to Conjecture 6.7: Conjecture 6.8 is a

finite dimensional analogue with "isomorphic" replaced by "isometric."

Next we shall prove Conjecture 6.8 for polytopes. Along the way we will almost

characterize the polars of the zonotopes. Let AT be an « dimensional polytope

symmetric about 0. For each face A of A let

(33) F* = {i\ <x, i> = 1 when x e A}.

Then A— A" is an inclusion reversing bijection between the set of faces of K

and the corresponding set for K* ([21, p. 47]). A~" = A.

(34) dim A" = « -1 - dim A.

An r dimensional face A of A lies in a unique r+ 1 dimensional subspace V(F)

of Rn and in a translate of a unique r dimensional subspace W(F) of Rn. We shall

say K is r-equatorial if for every such A, V(F) n SA is a union of r dimensional

faces. Every AT under consideration is trivially («— l)-equatorial. Central symmetry

implies Ais 0-equatorial. The octahedron is 1-equatorial since every edge lies on an

"equator" of edges. The cube does not enjoy this property.

6.9. Lemma.

(35) V(F~) = W(Fy.

Proof. Let x be an interior point of A. Then for all w e W(F) with || w|| sufficiently

small, x+w e F. Suppose $ e F. Then

<x, *> = <*+*,*> = 1

implies <w, £>=0. Thus i e W(Fy. The lemma then follows from a dimension

count. Note that ~ and ± may be moved at will to either side of (35).

6.10. Lemma. K is r-equatorial if and only if the n — r—l dimensional faces of

the n — r dimensional faces of K* occur in parallel pairs.

Proof. Note that the lemma is true when r = 0 or «— 1 because K and hence K*

is centrally symmetric, so suppose 1 ̂  r á n — 2.
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Let £~ be an « — r dimensional face of A'*. Let G~ be one of its « — r— 1 dimen-

sional faces; then £is an r— 1 dimensional face of the r dimensional face G of K

If K is /--equatorial, V(G) n 8K is a union of /• dimensional faces. Then just two of

them, G and C, have £ for a face. Since W(G) = K(G)X= V(G'Y= W(G'~)\ G and

G'~ are parallel faces of jF"\

Conversely, if given £~ and G~ we can always find a face G'x of £~ parallel to

G~ the above argument shows £ is in the interior of V(G) n 8K It follows that the

union M of the r dimensional faces of K in V(G) n 8K is open and closed. Since

V(G) is r+ 1 dimensional and r^ 1, V(G) n 8K is connected and hence exhausted

by M. Thus A' is /--equatorial.

It follows from Lemma 3.4 that if K is a convex body with summands [0, v] and

[0, w] and v is not a multiple of w then 7C has [0, v] + [0, w] as a summand. Hence

any K has a maximum zonotopic summandZ(K). Here " maximum " may be thought

of relative to the ordering by inclusion or by "divisibility" in X~*;Z(K) is the same

in either case. K is a zonotope when Z(K) = A'.

6.11. Theorem. The following conditions on an n dimensional convex polytope

K centered at 0 in Rn are equivalent.

1. K is r-equatorial, 0 á r á « — 1.

2. K is (n — 2)-equatorial.

3. The edges of the two dimensional faces of K* occur in parallel pairs.

4. Z(K*) has a zone parallel to every edge of K*.

Proof. (1 => 2) is obvious.

(2 => 3) is a special case of Lemma 6.10.

(3 => 4). Let v be an edge of A'*. Then an argument similar to that in (5 => 3)

of Theorem 3.3 shows that A0 = A0(A'*, v)>0, so that Z(K*) has a zone parallel

to v.

(4 => 1). If Z(K*) satisfies 4 then (14) implies that the r dimensional faces of K*

share with those of Z(A^*) the property of having r— 1 dimensional faces in parallel

pairs. Lemma 6.10 then shows A'satisfies 1.

6.12. Corollary. If Z is a zonotope then Z* is r-equatorial, OSr^n— 1.

Unfortunately, the converse of Corollary 6.12 is false. A truncated octahedron

K satisfies 3 and hence A:* satisfies 1 in Theorem 6.11 but K will not be a zonotope

unless the truncation points divide the edges into three equal segments (see §3).

In general Z(K) has 6 zones and K=Z(K) + K' where K' is an octahedron.

6.13. Theorem. 7/Z is an « dimensional zonotope («2:3) then Z* is not.

Proof. It suffices to find a two dimensional face of Z* which is not centrally

symmetric. Let £be a three dimensional face of Z* ; since Z* is 3- and 1-equatorial,

£ is 1-equatorial. We shall show that a 1-equatorial 3 dimensional polyhedron £

cannot have only centrally symmetric faces. Let// be a vertex of £. The sum of the
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angles at p is less than 2-n. Since A is 1-equatorial it follows that the sum of two

adjacent angles at /» is less than tt. Now let A be the edge of A joining vertices py

and p2. E lies on two faces A and A. Let ax be the angle at the vertex py of A;

similarly define a2, ßy and ß2. Then

ai + ßi < tt, i =  1, 2,

since a¡ and ßx are adjacent angles at/>¡. Thus ay + a2 + ßy+ß2< 2-n so either ay + a2<ir

or ßy+ß2<tt. The first (second) inequality implies A(B) is not centrally symmetric.

Since a polytope is never an ellipsoid Theorem 6.13 is in fact Conjecture 6.8 for

polytopes. Theorem 6.13 can also be proved combinatorially by counting faces and

vertices of zonotopes; this idea is Perles's.

7. Brightness. Let KeJf have a nonempty interior; only such convex bodies

will concern us in this section. For each Borel subset A of S""1 define p = pK by

(36) p(E) = area of (J {A{ || e A}.

p is called the surface area measure of K. p is a measure and it is easy to see that

p(Sn~1)=0 and that p(H°()>0 for all f.

Conversely, any such measure is the surface area measure of a K e Jf which is

unique to within translation. We shall follow Firey [17] and call this result

Minkowskïs Theorem; Minkowski knew it for polytopes. A proof of the general

theorem can be found in Fenchel and Jessen, [16, p. 15].

The brightness ß(£) of K in the direction $ e Sn_1 is the area of the orthogonal

projection of A on f1 :

(37) ß(0 - \ j |<x, i>| dpK(x) = M(0

[17, p. 9, equation (6)].

The convex set Z*K is the projection body of K; its radius in the direction £ is

ß(0 = M:(0- The remarks above show

7.1. Theorem. Ke 2£* if and only if K is a projection body.

Herz remarked that the first part of Theorem 5.4 follows easily from Theorem

7.1 : every two dimensional element of Jf+ is a projection body [24, p. 672].

The brightness function can be redefined and generalized using mixed volumes;

analogues of the next theorem are true. Details appear in [9], [17] and [40].

Let p be a measure on S"'1; suppose no proper subspace of Rn supports p.

We wish to consider the "symmetric part" ps of p relative to the antipodal map:

(38) ps(E) = \(p(E)+p(-E)).

Then

(39) ps on'1  = /¿OTT-1,

(40) ps(E) = i/¿s o TT-^E))   when A n (-A) = 0
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and p. = p.s if and only if p. is the surface area measure of a centrally symmetric

convex body. Moreover,

(41) Zl = Z„*.

7.2. Theorem. A centrally symmetric convex body is determined up to a translation

by its brightness.

Proof. Suppose K and L are centrally symmetric convex bodies with ßK = ßL.

Then (37) impliesZßK=ZUL and hencepK ° ■n~1=pL o tt-1 (Corollary 2.9). Equation

(40) and the central symmetry of K and 7 show p,K = p.L. Then K is a translate of £

by virtue of Minkowski's Theorem.

7.3. Corollary. The only centrally symmetric body of constant brightness is a

ball.

Theorem 7.2 is due to Alexandrov [2]; another proof can be found in [17, p. 11]

and a generalization in [9]. We have just deduced it from Theorem 2.8 by way of

Corollary 2.9. The argument works in reverse as well:

7.4. Theorem. Theorem 7.2 implies Theorem 2.8.

Proof. Suppose ZM is a translate of Zv.

Let K and 7 be convex bodies with surface area measures p.s and vs respectively;

K and £ are centrally symmetric so each is uniquely determined when we demand

that its center be 0. Now Corollary 2.4 and (37) imply K and £ have the same

brightness so Alexandrov's Theorem (7.2) tells us A^=£. Thus p.s = vs so (39)

implies p o tt~1 = v ° tt'1.

We have proved the harder of the two implications of Corollary 2.9. The other

proceeds as before. We already noted that Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 2.8 are

equivalent, so Theorem 7.4 has been proved.

Zonoids tend to be dim. Call a Ke Jf brighter than £ if for all $, ßK(0>ßAi)-

Then Schneider and Petty proved, independently, that if a zonoid Z is brighter

than K e Jf it is because the volume of Z exceeds that of K ([40, p. 75, Satz 2],

and [36]). Thus for zonoids an overall increase in brightness requires an increase

in volume. That fails for nonzonoids. If K$ 2£ then there is an £ e Jf which is

smaller in volume but brighter [40, p. 80, Satz 3 ff.]. L cannot be a zonoid, of course.

These two results together do not quite characterize zonoids.
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